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Easi-Grip® Long Reach Toe Nail Cutter
£8.50 | PTC-3
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These scissors have been developed in response to customer
feedback to provide a supremely comfortable solution to cutting
toe nails. The extended reach reduces the need for bending
whilst the contoured handle with “soft-feel” finger contact areas
gives comfort and control of the cutting action. The hygienic
stainless steel blade is slightly serrated to grip the nail and
angled to keep the wrist in a natural position.
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PTC-3

FEATURE

BENEFITS

1

Long loop,
contoured handle

Scissor sits comfortably in hand
and allows strength of middle,
ring and little finger to be used

2

“Soft-feel” finger
contact area
indicated by two
tone finish

Guides finger position to use
index finger for control and
provides supreme comfort

3

Extended stainless
steel shank

Reduces need for bending

4

Angled serrated
blade

Prevents strain on wrist from
twisting hand and grips nail
whilst being cut

3

4

RECOMMENDED FOR

From a sitting position,
the use of a foot stool
and good lighting
should make toe nail
cutting easier.

Poor Hand
Control

Difficulty Bending
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Easi-Grip® Table Top Nail Clipper
1

£7.25 | PNC-3
This table top nail clipper has been designed to assist those
with limited hand functionality to cut finger nails. Mounted
on a plastic base with non-slip feet for stability the nail clipper
also benefits from a wide moulded pad with “soft-feel” finish
to give greater comfort and excellent leverage

OT Comment
My experience of these
Peta products has been
fantastic. They are extremely
easy to use, particularly
for those who have limited
strength in their hands and
find daily personal hygiene
routines a challenge.
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Sue Allen, OT, Malvern, Worcs.

PNC-3

RECOMMENDED FOR

FEATURE

BENEFITS

1

Large lever
pad

Spreads pressure when closing
clipper to give enhanced
comfort and ease of use

Weak Grip

2

Integral
Nailfile

Two products in one - no need
for additional hand-held file

Poor Hand
Control

3

Mounted on a
plastic base

Can be used on a table top or
other flat surface for improved
visibility of cutting edge and
control of action

Tremor

4

Fitted with
rubber feet

Provides good stability

One Handed

COMPLETE NAILCARE SOLUTION
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Mini Easi-Grip® Scissors
£4.25 | MEG-3
A pair of ultra light weight self-opening scissors. Designed for use by those with weak hands or
wrists or who are unable to use conventional style scissors due to swollen and painful joints, but
actually just a very handy pair of scissors that no home (or handbag) should be without!
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MEG-3

FEATURE

BENEFITS

1

Continuous loop
handle

Easy to use even with swollen
joints, finger isolation not
necessary

2

Self-opening
action

Re-opens scissor when pressure is
released reducing effort required

3

Fine pointed blades

Gives precise results for fine /
intricate cutting

4

Small size

Can be used in palm of the hand
and stored in handbag, sewing
box, bathroom cabinet

5

Blade guard

Protects blades and provides
safe storage when not in use

RECOMMENDED FOR

Weak Grip

As there are no finger
and thumb loops less
bias is put on the
blades when cutting,
which means they
can be used in the left
hand too!
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Suggested other uses for your Mini Easi-Grip® scissors

Opening fiddly packets and sachets

Fine dead heading and flower
arranging

Decoupage and scrap booking

Snipping yarn when knitting

Snipping threads when doing
sewing, quilting, needlepoint and
other craft activities

Clipping queen bee wings
Advice and picture courtesy of Leiston
& District Beekeepers’ Association

Peta [UK] Ltd has also designed a wide range of Easi-Grip® scissors,
garden hand tools and food preparation aids as illustrated below.

Scissors for Adults
and Children with
Special Needs
This range includes many
self-opening and table top
scissors as well as standard
left-handed scissors with and
without adapted handles.

Horticultural
Therapy

Food
Preparation

Our adaptive garden tools
bring accessibility to this
significantly therapeutic
activity for those with
upper limb difficulties and
wheelchair users.

The ergonomic design of
our range of kitchen knives
and utensils will help people
with arthritis or similar
conditions to overcome grip
difficulties, thus assisting
their independent living.
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To see many Peta Easi-Grip®
products in action
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Peta (UK) Ltd reserve the right to modify its products without notice.
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